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ABSTRACT: In aqueous solutions with high concentrations
of chemical denaturants such as urea and guanidinium chloride
(GdmCl) proteins expand to populate heterogeneous
conformational ensembles. These denaturing environments
are thought to be good solvents for generic protein sequences
because properties of conformational distributions align with
those of canonical random coils. Previous studies showed that
water is a poor solvent for polypeptide backbones, and
therefore, backbones form collapsed globular structures in
aqueous solvents. Here, we ask if polypeptide backbones can
intrinsically undergo the requisite chain expansion in aqueous
solutions with high concentrations of urea and GdmCl. We
answer this question using a combination of molecular
dynamics simulations and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. We find that the degree of backbone expansion is minimal
in aqueous solutions with high concentrations of denaturants. Instead, polypeptide backbones sample conformations that are
denaturant-specific mixtures of coils and globules, with a persistent preference for globules. Therefore, typical denaturing
environments cannot be classified as good solvents for polypeptide backbones. How then do generic protein sequences expand in
denaturing environments? To answer this question, we investigated the effects of side chains using simulations of two archetypal
sequences with amino acid compositions that are mixtures of charged, hydrophobic, and polar groups. We find that side chains
lower the effective concentration of backbone amides in water leading to an intrinsic expansion of polypeptide backbones in the
absence of denaturants. Additional dilution of the effective concentration of backbone amides is achieved through preferential
interactions with denaturants. These effects lead to conformational statistics in denaturing environments that are congruent with
those of canonical random coils. Our results highlight the role of side chain-mediated interactions as determinants of the
conformational properties of unfolded states in water and in influencing chain expansion upon denaturation.

■ INTRODUCTION

Tanford’s classical studies established that functional activity
and structural features of globular proteins are abrogated in the
presence of high concentrations of denaturants such as 8 M
urea and 6 M GdmCl. Hydrodynamic radii (Rh) of denatured
proteins show power law behavior such that Rh ∼Nν,1,2 where
N denotes the chain length. The exponent ν is set by the
length-scale for correlations in conformational fluctuations and
is governed by the balance of intrachain, chain-solvent, and
solvent−solvent interactions. In a good solvent, chain-solvent
interactions are preferred and the effective intrachain
interactions are repulsive, thereby yielding a value of ν ≈
0.59.3 Tanford showed that Rh ∼ N0.59 for highly denatured
proteins. Wilkins et al. used pulse-field gradient nuclear
magnetic resonance measurements to recapitulate the scaling
of Rh with N for a set of single domain proteins that show

apparent two-state behavior.4 Similarly, Kohn et al.5 used small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to show that the mean radius of
gyration (Rg) scales as N0.59 for 28 different chemically
denatured proteins of different lengths and amino acid
sequences.
The overall implications of the scaling of Rh and Rg with N

are 2-fold: First, solutions with high concentrations of
denaturants are akin to good solvents for generic protein
sequences. Second, given that many proteins show apparent
two-state behavior, the conjecture that emerges is that generic
unfolded proteins sample ensembles with similar statistical
properties. This conjecture has received considerable scrutiny
and several lines of investigation have established that a scaling
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exponent of 0.59 does not imply purely self-avoiding random-
coil-like conformations for denatured state ensembles.6−13

Instead, the exponent of 0.59 accommodates considerable
sequence specificity in the conformational properties of
denatured proteins.
Our work is motivated by the question of why aqueous

solutions with high concentrations of denaturants should be
good solvents for generic proteins? Studies based on the solute
partitioning model,14,15 atomistic simulations16−24 and exper-
imental data25,26 have converged on a consensus that urea
denatures proteins through preferential interactions with
backbone and side chain atoms. Specifically, urea molecules
accumulate preferentially around the carbonyl oxygen atoms of
peptide group amides27 and to different degrees around the
aliphatic, aromatic, and polar sites of side chains.14,28 The
mechanisms for denaturation in solutions with high concen-
trations of GdmCl remain unresolved although insights are
emerging from different types of experiments.29 Lim et al.30

measured the ability of guanidinium ions to block acid- and
base-catalyzed hydrogen exchange of an alanine dipeptide in
high concentrations of GdmCl. Their results suggest an absence
of direct interactions between guanidinium ions and the
functional groups of backbone amides. Studies with other
model compounds suggest that guanidinium ions interact
favorably with aromatic groups and primary amides of side
chains.31,32 Simulations suggest that the strengths of ion pairs
are reduced in high concentrations of GdmCl.33 These results
highlight a prominent role for side chain-mediated interactions
as drivers of the loss of structure and chain expansion in
solutions with high concentrations of GdmCl. The recent work
of Jha and Marqusee34 suggests that denaturation follows a two-
stage mechanism. The first step appears to involve accumu-
lation of guanidinium ions near the protein surface and this is
followed by penetration of water molecules to disrupt the
hydrophobic core.
Observations That Serve as Motivation for the

Current Study. Studies based on simulations35 and
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) experiments36

have established that water is a poor solvent for polypeptide
backbones. In poor solvents, quantities such as Rg and Rh scale
as N0.33, thus ensuring that the chain-solvent interface is
minimized.3 Similar behavior has been observed using a
combination of simulations and experiments for intrinsically
disordered polar tracts such as polyglutamine,37 glycine-serine
block copolypeptides,35 and the Gln/Asn rich N-domain of
Sup35 protein.38 In aqueous solutions, the preference of
polypeptide backbones for collapsed globular states can be
reversed through side chain-mediated interactions as evidenced
by the following observations. If the net charge per residue
exceeds a threshold value, then polyelectrolytic intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs) can have dimensions in water that
are larger than those of highly denatured proteins.39−41 This is
also true of polyampholytic IDPs providing their fraction of
charged residues exceeds a threshold value and the linear
sequence patterning of oppositely charged residues meets
certain specifications.41,42 Chain expansion in IDPs that are
enriched in charged residues is driven by the combination of
favorable free energies of solvation of charged side chains and
electrostatic repulsions in polyelectrolytes or the mutual
screening of electrostatic repulsions and attractions in
polyampholytes. The role of charged side chains is also evident
in their effect on the unfolded states under folding conditions.43

Focus of This Work. The preceding observations raise two
questions that form the focus of our work: Do polypeptide
backbones, sans side chains, expand in a manner that is
consistent with the observed scaling exponent of 0.59 in
aqueous solutions with high concentrations of denaturants?
What role do side chains play in influencing the expansion of
polypeptide backbones in aqueous solutions with high
concentrations of denaturants? Answers to these questions
provide deeper insights into the mechanisms of protein
denaturation. Our findings highlight the need to go beyond
inferences gleaned from the studies of model compounds. This
is important if we are to obtain a coherent and comprehensive
understanding of protein denaturation and the conformational
properties of proteins in complex milieus such as cellular
environments. The objects of our study are polyglycine
peptides that mimic pure polypeptide backbones and two 15-
residue peptides that serve as model systems to help elucidate
the role of side chains and we report results from atomistic
simulations and FCS experiments. The analysis of our
simulation results is guided by the use of reference ensembles
that mimic the conformational statistics of flexible polymers in
poor, indifferent (theta), and good solvents. We also introduce
the effective concentration of backbone amides as a parameter
to help in quantifying how backbone conformations are altered
by the combination of side chain-mediated interactions and
preferential interactions of different side chain groups with
denaturants.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Peptide Systems. We used molecular dynamics simulations based

on atomistic models for peptides and explicit representations of
solvent and cosolute molecules to simulate the effects of water, 8 m
urea and 8 m GdmCl on three different peptide systems. In order to
assess the impact of denaturants on the conformational properties of
pure polypeptide backbones, we performed three sets of simulations
for a polyglycine peptide, N-acetyl-(Gly)15-N′-methylamide referred to
hereafter as G15. To understand how side chains modulate the intrinsic
properties of backbones in different environments, we performed
simulations for two archetypal peptides designated as CAP and OSP.
The sequence of CAP is QFHFHWNRQDDQYFE and that of OSP is
GVSLLTIDVKKSLTK. The N- and C-termini were capped using N-
acetyl and N′-methylamide groups, respectively. These 15-residue
peptides are based on fragments of full-length proteins and are excised
from carbonic anhydrase (CAP) and from OspA (OSP). The
sequences of CAP and OSP show negligible biases toward specific
secondary or tertiary structures in water and they serve as useful model
systems for unfolded states under folding conditions. The sequences
have complementary attributes. CAP has no aliphatic residues whereas
OSP has no aromatic residues. The net charge per residue, calculated
as ( f+ − f−), where f+ and f− are the fraction of positive and negatively
charge residues, respectively, is −0.2 for CAP and +0.2 for OSP. The
fraction of charged residues, i.e., ( f+ + f−) is 0.27 for both peptides. On
the basis of the combination of hydrophobicity, net charge per residue,
and fraction of charged residues, these sequences and longer tandem
repeats of these sequences are expected to have a predominant
preference for heterogeneous distributions of globular conformations
in water.42

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) experiments were
performed for three peptides containing polyglycine tracts of different
lengths. The peptides were of the form: Trp-(Gly)N-Cys*-(Lys)2 with
N = 15, 31, and 45. Here, Cys* denotes a cysteine that was modified
by covalent addition of an Alexa488 dye through a maleimide linkage.
The Lys residues were necessary to enhance solubility and enable
peptide purification and the Trp residue was used for accurate
assessments of peptide concentration.
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Molecular Mechanics Force Fields. We used the TIP3P model
for water molecules.44 We also used explicit representations for urea
molecules and guanidinium (Gdm+) and chloride (Cl−) ions. We used
the Kirkwood−Buff force field (KBFF) to model urea and GdmCl.45,46
Molecular mechanics parameters for the three peptides and
neutralizing counterions were taken from the OPLS-AA/L force
field.47 Neutralizing Na+ and Cl− ions were included in the simulations
of CAP and OSP, respectively. Our choices maintain fidelity with the
paradigm for the development of the KBFF force field, which has been
designed for interoperability with the OPLS-AA/L force field for
peptides and neutralizing counterions. Recent work48,49 has high-
lighted issues with the combination of the OPLS-AA/L force field and
the TIP3P water model for modeling conformational equilibria of
various peptide systems. In this context, it is noteworthy that the
collapse and poor solubility of polyglycine in water have been
reproduced using other combinations of force fields and water
models,50,51 thus pointing to the robustness of the results to
differences in force fields.
Details of the Molecular Dynamics Simulations. We used

version 4.5.3 of the GROMACS modeling package52 for the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The design of these simulations was
based on the multiple-replica MD or MRMD approach of Vitalis et
al.53 In this approach, one performs multiple independent simulations,
each starting from an entirely different conformation for the peptide in
question. The starting conformations are drawn at random from pre-
equilibrated ensembles of sterically allowed conformations that are
expanded and collapsed. Each simulation was designed to be long
enough to ensure multiple recurrent transitions between compact
globular conformations and expanded coil-like conformations. In high
concentrations of denaturants, the increased viscosities slow the overall
transitions. These considerations were used to set the upper limit on
the simulation time for each replica. The parameters of the MRMD
protocol were as follows. For each peptide in water and 8 m urea, each
independent MD simulation was run for 110 ns and for these peptides
in 8 m GdmCl the simulation time per replica was 210 ns. For each of
the replicates, the first ten nanoseconds of simulations were set aside
as equilibration. Overall, for each combination of peptide and
environment we performed 20 independent simulations. This yielded
an aggregate simulation time of 2.1 μs for each of polyglycine, CAP,
and OSP in water and 8 m urea and an aggregate simulation time of
4.1 μs for each of the three peptides in 8 m GdmCl.
The equations of motion were integrated using the leapfrog

integrator with a time step of 2 fs. All peptide bond lengths and those
within urea molecules and Gdm+ ions were constrained using the
LINCS54 algorithm. The bonds and angles within TIP3P water
molecules were constrained using the SETTLE algorithm.55 The
simulations were performed in the isothermal−isobaric ensemble. The
target temperature, pressure, and isothermal compressibility in all
simulations were 298 K, 1 bar, and 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1, respectively. We
used the velocity rescaling method of Bussi et al.56 with a coupling
constant of τ = 1.0 ps to control the temperature. The simulation
pressure was controlled using the extended-ensemble barostat of
Parrinello and Rahman.57 The coupling time for the latter was τP = 20
ps. Snapshots were saved once every 12.5 ps. Each snapshot included
the positions of the peptide atoms and those of the denaturant
molecules (urea and Gdm+ and Cl− ions).
In each of the MRMD simulations we used cubic boxes with

periodic boundary conditions. Long-range electrostatic interactions
between periodic images were treated using the particle mesh Ewald
approach.58 We used an eighth-order cubic interpolation with a
tolerance of 10−5. Cutoffs of 11 and 14 Å were used for the real space
electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, respectively. Long-range
dispersion corrections were applied for energy and pressure. Neighbor
lists were updated once every five steps. This choice ensured against
large deviations from the target pressures in all of the MD simulations.
The average dimensions of the box as prescribed by the average length
to each side ranged from 61 Å for peptides in water to 71 Å for
peptides in 8 m GdmCl. The maximum end-to-end distance of each
peptide is ca. 60 Å, and this value is never realized even in ensembles
of self-avoiding random walks. Hence, the dimensions of the central

simulation cell were large enough to accommodate maximally
extended conformations and rule out any compaction due to artifacts
imposed by confinement. In all of the simulations, we fixed the
number of water molecules to be 7360. For simulations in 8 m urea,
we used 1060 urea molecules and for simulations in 8 m GdmCl we
used 1060 Gdm+ and 1060 Cl− ions. The choice for the number of
water molecules was made to ensure a density of 1 g/cm3 in a periodic
box of volume 2.16 × 105 Å3. In denaturing environments, the density
of water is maintained by the increase in the box size, which is
necessary to accommodate denaturant molecules. We used molality
rather than molarity because molality remains constant irrespective of
volume fluctuations.

Simulations of Reference Ensembles and Analysis Con-
formational Properties. For each peptide, we generated reference
ensembles using potentials that encode conformational properties
corresponding to three distinct model scenarios. For these simulations
we used version 1.0 of the CAMPARI modeling package (http://
campari.sourceforge.net). For each peptide, we performed two sets of
reference simulations using the ABSINTH model while zeroing out
the mean field solvation and Coulomb terms of the potential. All other
terms of the potential were used as prescribed by the ABSINTH
model.59 The two reference potentials are distinguished by the choice
of λ in eq 1. In one set of reference simulations, λ = 0 and in the other
λ = 1.
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The summation runs over all unique pairs of nonbonded atoms as
defined by the ABSINTH model.59 Metropolis Monte Carlo
simulations were performed at a simulation temperature of 298 K.
The parameters for εij, σij and other nonzero terms of the potential
were taken from the abs3.2_opls.prm parameter file that is part of the
CAMPARI distribution. In good solvents and the so-called excluded
volume (EV) limit, quantities such as the mean radius of gyration
(⟨Rg⟩), the mean end-to-end distance (⟨Ree⟩), and the mean
hydrodynamic radius (⟨Rh⟩) scale as N0.59 with chain length N.
These features are reproduced using ensembles obtained by
performing simulations with λ = 0 in eq 1 and zeroing out the
mean field solvation and electrostatic terms of the potential. By
pursuing a similar approach and setting λ = 1 we obtained the
reference globule or Lennard−Jones (LJ) limit where quantities such
as Rg and Rh scale as N0.33 with chain length. In this limit, the
conformations are, on average, nonspecifically compacted globules.

We also performed reference simulations using the rotational
isomeric approximation to mimic the Flory random coil or FRC limit.
Accordingly, the ABSINTH model with λ = 0 in eq 1 combined with
the mean field solvation and electrostatic terms being zeroed out were
used to perform Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations of dipeptides,
i.e., Ac-Xaa-Nme for all 20 amino acids at 298 K. The distributions of
ϕ, ψ, and χ angles from the dipeptide simulations were used to create
libraries of rotational isomers for every amino acid. To generate FRC
ensembles for longer chains, ϕ, ψ, and χ angles were randomly drawn
from the residue-specific libraries of rotational isomers. In these
simulations all inter-residue interactions are explicitly zeroed out. The
resultant ensembles conform to Flory’s approach for mimicking
conformational distributions that result from the counterbalancing of
chain−chain and chain-solvent interactions in an indifferent or theta
solvent.60 Quantities such as Rg, Ree, and Rh scale as N

0.5 as a function
of chain length for all systems in the FRC limit. Similarly, distributions
for a range of polymeric quantities match expectations from theory60

and simulation for chains in a theta solvent.61

Parameters That Quantify Chain Size and Shape. In a given
environment, for each snapshot, we calculated the gyration tensor
defined as

∑= − ⊗ −
=n

T r r r r
1
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Here, ri is the position vector of atom i within a specific
conformation, rc is the location of the centroid for this conformation,
na is the number of atoms in the chain, and the symbol ⊗ refers to the
dyadic product. We use the eigenvalues Lj (j = 1, 2, 3) of the gyration
tensor for the specific conformation to calculate two global descriptors
of conformations. The two parameters are the radius of gyration
denoted as Rg and the asphericity denoted as δ*.61

δ

= + +

* = −
+ +
+ +

R L L L

L L L L L L
L L L

1 3
( )

g 1 2 3

1 2 2 3 3 1

1 2 3
2

(3)

Rg is a formal order parameter in polymer theories and serves as a
measure of chain density. The asphericity δ* is a measure of the shape
associated with a particular conformation. The values of ⟨δ*⟩ are
predicted by theory to be approximately 0.42 and 0.52, for long, linear,
flexible chains in theta (FRC limit) and good solvents (EV limit),
respectively, whereas ⟨δ*⟩ → 0 for compact globules.61 For globules
formed by finite sized linear chains, ⟨δ*⟩ ranges between 0.05 and 0.3,
with the smaller values corresponding to longer chains.
Calculation of Internal Scaling Profiles. We utilized internal

scaling profiles39,42,53 to compare the ensemble-averaged conforma-
tional properties of polypeptide backbones for different systems in
different milieus. For a specific linear sequence separation |i − j|, we
calculated ⟨⟨R⟩⟩|i−j| as follows:
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Here, rm
i and rn

i are the position vectors of backbone atoms m and n
from residues i and j, respectively; Zij is the number of unique pairwise
distances between the backbone units of residues i and j. Internal
scaling profiles, which are plots of ⟨⟨R⟩⟩|i−j| against |i − j|, serve as
robust classifiers of conformational ensembles because they provide a
complete albeit concise description of the conformational properties
on all length scales.62 The notation for ⟨⟨R⟩⟩|i−j| is intended to clarify
the fact that the averaging is over all conformations in the ensemble
(the outer average) for all pairs of residues that are |i − j| apart in the
linear sequence (the inner average).
Sample Preparation for FCS Measurements. Peptides of

WG15CKK, WG31CKK and WG45CKK were purchased in crude
form from Yale University’s Keck facility. The identities of the peptides
were confirmed using mass spectrometry. For each peptide, the
powder was suspended in water at 1 mg/mL concentration. The
suspension was then sonicated for 2 min using a tabletop water bath
sonicator. Since polyglycine is practically insoluble in water, LiCl
powder (1 mg/mL) was added to this solution and dissolved by
vortexing to obtain a clear solution.63 Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
(TCEP) at 1 mM concentration was added to the solution to reduce
any preformed disulfide bonds. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 using a 20
mM Hepes buffer. Finally, 200 μM alexa488 maleimide dye was added,
and the solution was incubated at room temperature for 3 h. This
solution was then stored overnight at 4 °C. Free dyes were removed by
dialysis of the solution for 24 h in water in the presence of 5 mM β-
mercaptoethanol using a 2 kDa dialysis membrane (Spectrapor).
Centrifuging the sample and discarding the supernatant removed any
free dye that remained following dialysis. The pellet containing the
labeled polyglycine peptide was dissolved in an aqueous solution of 8
M LiCl. The peptide was further purified by size exclusion
chromatography using a superdex peptide column (GE healthcare).
The labeling efficiency, determined by the absorbance of the peptide at
488 and 280 nm, was found to be >80% in all cases. The
concentrations of purified and labeled peptides in the final stock
solutions were 6, 4, and 3 μM for WG15C*KK, WGG31C*KK and
WG45C*KK respectively.
Details of FCS Measurements. FCS has been used to reproduce

the dimensions of highly expanded systems in the presence64 and
absence of denaturants.39 Here, we used a Zeiss confocor 2
microscope equipped with FCS measurement capability. For the

diffusion measurements, the stock solutions of Alexa488-labled
polyglycine peptides were diluted by 100-fold into water, urea (4
and 8 M) or GdmCl (3.5 and 7 M). The measured diffusion times
were found to be insensitive to further dilution. The measurements
were also performed on a free Alexa488 dye (50 nM) solution in each
of the solvent conditions as controls. Measurements in each condition
were done in triplicate. In order to avoid optical aberrations due to
high refractive indices in urea and GdmCl solutions, all of the
measurements were performed at depths within 4−6 μm from the
cover glass. The FCS autocorrelation traces were fit using one triplet
and one diffusing species. To calculate the intrinsic diffusion time, we
calculated a correction factor, which we defined as the observed
diffusion time for the free dye in water divided by the diffusion time
for the free dye in the environment of interest. Since the dye does not
undergo any change in conformation under denaturing conditions, the
multiplicative correction factor provides a route to generate environ-
ment-corrected values, which we designate as the intrinsic diffusion
time for the peptide in the environment of interest.

Water is a poor solvent for polypeptide backbones.35,36 In poor
solvents, there exists a saturation concentration beyond which the
polymer plus solvent system separates into solvent-rich and insoluble
polymer-rich phases.65,66 Polyglycine and polyglutamine are examples
of polypeptide polyamides. The measured saturation concentrations
for a range of polyglutamine peptides of different lengths are in the
low- to submicromolar range67 and these saturation concentrations
decrease with increasing polyglutamine length. Below the saturation
concentration, there exists a second saturation boundary that is akin to
a micellization boundary where the critical micelle concentration is
ca.100 nM or lower.67 The data for polyglutamine and observations for
glycine-rich peptides36,68 are consistent with our findings that
polyglycine peptides are highly insoluble in water. This should in
turn yield globules for individual chains in ultra dilute solutions36,65,66

for polyglycine in water. From a practical standpoint, measured
saturation concentrations place constraints on the concentration
ranges one can use for measuring the conformational properties of
individual polypeptides. Measurements of hydrodynamic properties
have to be performed in the low nanomolar or even picomolar
concentrations, depending on chain length. According to the Flory
theorem,3 an individual chain within an aggregate can have dimensions
that scale as N0.5 if the aggregates are reasonably large. This taken
together with the lower diffusivity of aggregates will confound
interpretations of measured diffusion times. Our data were collected
at concentrations that lie below the known/inferred saturation
concentrations and critical micelle concentrations for polypeptide
polyamides. Further, the brightness per molecule matches that of the
free dye implying the absence of aggregates and the monomeric form
being the only diffusing species in all experiments.

■ RESULTS

Our overall approach is to obtain the conformational
distributions for the polypeptide backbones of polyglycine,
CAP, and OSP in water, 8 m urea, and 8 m GdmCl and
compare these to distributions obtained for the same systems
modeled in the LJ, FRC, and EV limits.

Quantifying the Degree of Expansion of Polypeptide
Backbones in Aqueous Solutions with High Concen-
trations of Denaturants. Figure 1 shows the mean values for
Rg and δ* that were obtained for G15 in water, 8 m GdmCl, 8 m
urea, and the three reference ensembles, respectively. The mean
Rg and δ* values suggest a systematic expansion of G15 in the
two denaturing environments. The degree of expansion is
higher in urea than GdmCl. The degrees of expansion observed
for G15 in both denaturing environments are smaller than
expected for either the FRC or EV reference ensembles. Figure
1 compares the internal scaling profiles for G15 in water, 8 m
urea, and 8 m GdmCl to the profiles obtained from three
reference ensembles. A distinct feature of internal scaling
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profiles for the FRC and EV reference ensembles is the
monotonic increase of ⟨⟨R⟩⟩|i−j| with linear sequence separation
|i − j|. This behavior derives from the fractal nature of long
linear flexible chains in the FRC and EV limits. In contrast, the
profile for the LJ reference shows plateauing behavior and the
densities of the globules that form in this limit will dictate the
plateau values. Figure 1 shows that the profiles for G15 in 8 m
urea and GdmCl exhibit signatures of the plateauing behavior
that are consistent with persistent preferences for globular
conformations as observed for polyglycine in water. The
profiles in denaturing environments plateau at higher values of
⟨⟨R⟩⟩|j−i| vis-a-̀vis that in water and this is also borne out in the
systematic increase of the mean radii of gyration in denaturants.
Do the internal scaling profiles imply uniformly swollen

globules in 8 m urea and 8 m GdmCl or do they imply
increased sampling of expanded conformations via spontaneous
fluctuations? To answer this question we performed a

comparative analysis of the joint distributions P(δ*,Rg)
calculated for G15 in each of the three environments and
each of the three reference ensembles. These distributions are
shown in Figure 2. We quantify the populations for distinct
asphericity intervals to compare the amplitudes of conforma-
tional fluctuations in different milieus. The fluctuations in sizes
and shapes are correlated, and this diminishes the possibility of
sampling conformations with high Rg and low asphericity
values, thus ruling out uniformly swollen globules in denaturing
environments. Instead, the ensembles in 8 m urea and GdmCl
are mixtures of compact spherical conformations and expanded
aspherical conformations. In 8 m urea there is a 30% reduction
in the population of compact spherical conformations vis-a-̀vis
that in water and this population is reduced by 10% in 8 M
GdmCl. However, in order to achieve statistics that are
congruent with those of canonical random coils such as the
FRC or EV reference ensembles, the population of compact
spherical conformations has to be reduced by at least 60%.
Clearly, this degree of expansion is not achieved for polypeptide
backbones in high concentrations of urea and GdmCl and there
remains a persistent preference for compact globular
conformations.

Experimental Tests of Simulation Results. Figure 3
summarizes results from FCS measurements for three
polyglycine peptides in water and different concentrations of
urea and GdmCl. In a given environment, the intrinsic diffusion
times (τD) increase with chain length. Further, for a given chain
length, the values of τD are highest in 4 and 8 M urea,
respectively. In 3.5 M GdmCl the values of τD are similar to
those in water, and there is a small increase of τD in 7.5 M
GdmCl. These results, shown in panel a of Figure 3, imply a
higher degree of expansion for polyglycine chains in higher
concentrations of urea as opposed to GdmCl. The value of τD
measures the mean diffusion time through the confocal volume
and this quantity is proportional to Rh.
Is the expansion we observe in denaturants congruent with

expectations for chains in either the FRC or EV limits? We
answer this question by performing a scaling analysis using the
measured τD values for different chain lengths in different

Figure 1. Internal scaling profiles for G15 in water, 8 m urea, 8 m
GdmCl compared to similar profiles calculated for G15 in the EV, FRC,
and LJ limits. Error bars are excluded in the interest of clarity. The
Supporting Information shows each of these internal scaling profiles
with error bars. The legend shows the mean Rg and asphericity values
for the three environments and the three reference ensembles.

Figure 2. Plots of the joint probability densities P(Rg,δ*) of sizes and shapes for G15 in water, 8 m urea, and 8 m GdmCl, top row, and in the LJ,
FRC, and EV limits. Each panel also shows the populations within three distinct, equally sized, nonoverlapping intervals along the δ* axis.
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milieus. Since τD ∼ Rh, it follows that τD ∼ τ0(Mw)
ν where Mw

refers to the molecular weight of the diffusing species that
includes the dye.37 For each combination of peptide and
environment, we obtained three independent estimates for τD,
plus a separate estimate for τD of the free dye. Therefore, for a
given milieu, we used multiple combinations of independent
estimates of τD to generate synthetic data sets for linear
regression analysis of ln(τD) as a function of ln(Mw). Each
synthetic data set has four data points, three for the labeled
peptides and one for the free dye. The results do not change
materially if we exclude the free dye from this analysis. For each
of the five environments, we apply the following procedure to
estimate the scaling exponent ν for polyglycine in that
environment: (i) We randomly selected a set of four τD values
from the data replicates for the dye and the three peptides. (ii)
We perform linear regression analysis by plotting ln(τD) against
ln(Mw). The slope of the line of best fit is an estimate of ν for
the particular combination of four data points. For each
regression attempt, the goodness of fit was evaluated and on
average, the regression lines were found to fit the data with no
more than 1−2% overall error. (iii) Steps (i) and (ii) were
repeated 104 times for each environment thereby yielding a
distribution of 104 estimates for ν. These distributions were

used to estimate the mean and standard deviation of ν for
polyglycine in a specific milieu.
The results of the scaling analysis are shown in panel b of

Figure 3 for polyglycine in water, 4 M urea, 8 M urea, 3.5 M
GdmCl, and 7.5 M GdmCl, respectively. Our estimates for the
values of ν for polyglycine in water, 4 M urea, 8 M urea, 3.5 M
GdmCl, and 7.5 M GdmCl are 0.36 ± 0.03, 0.40 ± 0.01, 0.41 ±
0.03, 0.38 ± 0.03, and 0.37 ± 0.01, respectively. These results
support the following conclusions: Within bounds imposed by
finite size artifacts, we can assert that water is a poor solvent for
polyglycine. Further, although solvent quality improves in
solutions with high concentrations of urea or GdmCl these
milieus cannot be classified as good solvents for polypeptide
backbones. Taken together, the simulation results and assess-
ments of experimental data yield mutually consistent inferences.
Polypeptide backbones form compact globules in water and
despite discernible destabilization of the globules, the degree of
expansion is insufficient to classify denaturing environments as
good solvents for backbones. Instead, in denaturing environ-
ments, backbones sample a mixture of expanded and collapsed
states, with a clear bias for the latter.
Our results suggest that the observed expansion of generic

protein sequences5 in highly denaturing environments must
derive mainly from the influences of amino acid side chains.

Figure 3. Summary of results from FCS experiments. Panel a shows the estimated values of τD in microseconds for three different polyglycine
peptides in different milieus. Panel b shows the estimated scaling exponents for the scaling of τD as a function of molecular weight for polyglycine
peptides in different milieus.

Figure 4. Internal scaling profiles for CAP and OSP. The Supporting Information shows these plots with error bars, which are not shown here in the
interest of clarity.
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The question is if the contributions from side chains derive
exclusively from preferential interactions of denaturant
molecules with specific side chain residues or if the side chains
act as a local solvent to prime the backbone by engendering an
intrinsic expansion even in the absence of denaturants.
Side Chains Enhance the Expansion of Polypeptide

Backbones in All Environments. Figures 4 and 5 summarize
results for two archetypal side chain containing peptide
sequences designated as CAP and OSP, respectively. With
one exception, all residues in CAP and OSP are nonglycine
residues and values for ϕ,ψ-angles are therefore limited by local
steric hindrances that are not present for glycine. All three
reference models account for this local steric hindrance.
Polyglycine is 17% more expanded in water than for the
reference LJ globule. In contrast, the backbone is 25% more
expanded in water for CAP and OSP as compared to the
corresponding reference LJ globule. Therefore, side chains can
prime the backbone by inducing an intrinsic expansion whereby
its dimensions increase even in the absence of denaturant
molecules.
The mean Rg and δ* values for the backbones of CAP and

OSP in 8 m urea and 8 m GdmCl are closer to the FRC limit
than is the case for polyglycine. These values are shown in
Figure 4 along with the internal scaling profiles, which provide
visual evidence of the similarities between intrabackbone
distances for the two peptides in the FRC limit and in
denaturing environments. In order to enable direct compar-
isons to the results in Figure 1, the internal scaling profiles
shown in Figure 4 were calculated using only backbone atoms.
The side chain priming of backbones is also illustrated by
comparing the distributions for Rg and δ* shown in panels a
and g from Figure 5 to that of panel a in Figure 2. In water,
there is a significant diminution in the population of compact
spherical conformations and an increase in the population of
more expanded aspherical conformations, especially for OSP,
which has no residues with bulky aromatic side chains. The
distributions of Rg and δ* values in 8 m urea and GdmCl show
close agreement with those of the FRC limit, especially for the
backbone of OSP, the peptide that is lacking in aromatic
residues. The increased expansion of OSP’s backbone in water
and in both denaturing environments is attributable to the lack
of aromatic side chains and to the presence of smaller aliphatic
residues.
Quantifying the Convergence toward Random Coil

Ensembles. In Figure 6 we quantify the effective concen-

trations of backbone amides for each of the three peptides in
different environments and in the three reference ensembles.
The values for the FRC and EV ensembles set the targets that
are to be achieved for the effective concentrations if the
ensembles are to converge upon one of the two canonical
random coils. The effective concentration of amides is 19.2 M
for polyglycine in water. This decreases to 17 M in 8 m GdmCl
and 11.3 M in 8 m urea. However, the concentrations for
polyglycine in the FRC and EV ensembles are 6.7 and 4.8 M,
respectively. Despite a 41% dilution of the effective amide
concentration that is caused by chain expansion in 8 m urea, the
conformational properties of the backbone do not converge
upon either of the random coil ensembles. In order to converge
on the FRC limit, chain expansion needs to engender at least a
65% dilution of the effective amide concentration. This degree
of expansion requires suitable side chains as seen from the
results for CAP and OSP.
The effective amide concentration in water is ca. 11 M for the

polypeptide backbones of CAP and OSP. Therefore, in water,
the side chains act as a local solvent and induce a 42%
reduction in the effective amide concentrations for CAP and
OSP vis-a-̀vis polyglycine in water. This reduction is similar to
the extent of dilution realized by polyglycine in 8 m urea. For
CAP and OSP the effective concentrations of backbone amides
are ca. 6.7 and 2.7 M, for the FRC and EV limits, respectively.
Chain expansion induced by denaturants leads to a further 39%
dilution and Figure 6 shows that the concentrations for the
FRC limit are achieved on average and as a result of
conformational fluctuations for CAP and OSP in high

Figure 5. Distributions of Rg and δ* values for the backbones of CAP and OSP in water, 8 m urea, and 8 m GdmCl, top row, compared to the
equivalent distributions in the reference LJ, FRC, and EV ensembles, bottom row. Each panel shows the populations in three equally sized
nonoverlapping intervals along the δ*-axis.

Figure 6. Effective concentrations of backbone amides and fluctuations
calculated using the average Rg values and their standard deviations for
G15, CAP, and OSP.
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concentrations of denaturants. In order to achieve congruence
between the conformational properties of polypeptide back-
bones in denaturants and those of canonical random coils, there
has to be suitable side chain-mediated intrinsic expansion of the
backbone in water in the absence of denaturants.
Quantifying Relative Occupancies of Denaturant

Molecules around Peptide Sites. We used the integrals of
site−site radial distribution functions to calculate the relative
occupancies of denaturant molecules around peptide sites.
These relative occupancies serve as proxies for preferential
interaction coefficients that underlie the formalism of the solute
partitioning model and analysis based on Kirkwood−Buff
integrals.24,69−71 The relative occupancy parameters, denoted as
π, were calculated as follows: For a given combination of
atomic sites denoted as X on urea molecules and Y on a peptide
sequence, we calculated:

∫

∫
π =

g r r r

g r r r

( ) d

( ) du

XY
0

4Å
XY XY

2
XY

0

4Å
NO NO

2
NO (5)

Here, g(rXY) is the radial distribution function that quantifies
the relative probability of finding sites labeled X (either
nitrogen or oxygen) on urea molecules within a distance rXY
around peptide sites denoted as Y. Similarly, gu(rNO) is the
radial distribution function that quantifies the relative
probability of finding nitrogen atoms from urea molecules at
a distance rNO in the bulk solution from oxygen atoms on other
urea molecules. We focus only on the effects of direct
interatomic interactions including hydrogen bonds, and there-
fore we consider a length scale of 4 Å for each of the radial
distribution functions. If πXY is greater than unity, then there is
accumulation of the urea site X around the peptide site Y and
conversely, values of πXY less than unity point to depletion of
urea sites X around the peptide sites Y. The results obtained for
peptides in 8 m urea are shown in Figure 7 and those for 8 m
GdmCl are shown in the Supporting Information.

Our definition of πXY is analogous, although not identical, to
the definition of preferential interaction coefficients or partition
coefficients14,72,73 that are central to the quantification of
group-specific contributions to protein denaturation. The
central distinction is that unlike πXY, which uses the strengths
of donor−acceptor interactions between urea molecules or
interactions between Gdm+ and Cl− ions for GdmCl as the
reference states, canonical preferential interaction/partition
coefficients are referenced to interactions between urea/
Gdm+ with water molecules. Unfortunately, given the large
box sizes, the numbers of independent simulations being
performed, and our efforts to keep the storage demands
tractable, we decided against saving the positions of water
molecules for our simulations with denaturants. This choice,
post facto, necessitated the use of a different reference state.
Given the near ideality of urea−water mixtures,24,45,69 our
choice of reference state does not have a material impact on
quantitative comparisons between our numbers for πXY and
those reported by Record and co-workers based on vapor
pressure osmometry measurements for model com-
pounds.14,15,72,73 However, in GdmCl, additional complications
are introduced by the favorable solvation of the Gdm+ ion and
electrostatic repulsions/attractions with other Gdm+/Cl− ions
in the bulk solution. This confounds our analysis of the site−
site pair correlations because the energy scales that contribute
to the reference distributions are fundamentally different, and
hence, the values of π do not lend themselves to ready
interpretations regarding accumulation versus depletion.
Although reasonable inferences can be gleaned from the
relative trends of Gdm+ occupancies around different sites,
quantitative comparisons to experimental data will require the
use as reference the pair correlation functions that quantify the
strengths interactions between Gdm+ and water molecules as
opposed to Gdm+ and Cl−.
Figure 7 shows the values for πXY where X is the urea

nitrogen atom or the urea oxygen atom on the top and bottom
rows, respectively. The Y sites refer to different backbone and

Figure 7. Values of πXY for urea nitrogen (top row) and urea oxygen atoms (bottom row) around backbone and side chain sites.
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side chain sites on each of the three peptides. Panel a in Figure
7 shows evidence for accumulation (πXY > 1) of the nitrogen
atoms of urea molecules around each carbonyl oxygen atom of
the polyglycine backbone. The magnitudes of πXY are similar
around the different sites along the chain. There is a depletion
of the nitrogen atoms of urea molecules around the amide
nitrogen atoms of the backbone. The values of πXY are
approximately unity for the oxygen atoms of urea around the
carbonyl oxygen and amide nitrogen atoms of the backbone.
This implies a lack of accumulation or depletion of urea oxygen
sites around the polyglycine backbone; see panel d in Figure 7.
Panels b and e of Figure 7 show the πXY values obtained for

the relative occupancies of urea oxygen (panel b) and urea
nitrogen (panel e) atoms around backbone and side chain sites
of the CAP peptide. These plots show increased variation in the
values of πXY around backbone sites when compared to what we
calculate around similar sites for polyglycine. Second, the
accumulation of urea nitrogen atoms around specific side chain
sites is equivalent to or higher than the accumulation of urea
nitrogen atoms around backbone oxygen atoms. These side
chain sites include the primary amide oxygen atoms of Gln and
Asn, atoms within the aromatic rings of Phe and Tyr, and atoms
of imidazole rings of His. Similar trends are observed for the
relative occupancies of urea nitrogen atoms around the
backbone and side chain sites of the OSP peptide. Here,
there is accumulation around the carbon atoms of aliphatic side
chains and depletion of the urea nitrogen atoms around the
positively charged amines of Lys side chains. Urea oxygen
atoms accumulate around the primary amide nitrogen atoms of
Gln and Asn. They also accumulate around the side chain
atoms of Ser and the sites of on Arg and Lys side chains that
carry partial positive charges.
The results shown in Figure 7 can be compared

quantitatively with the values for local solute partition
coefficients designated as KP that were recently reported by
Diehl et al.72 Salient agreements are as follows: On average, we
obtain πXY values of 1.29, 1.20, 1.1, and 1.04 for the urea
nitrogen atoms (X = N) around the backbone oxygen atoms,
aromatic carbon atoms, aliphatic carbon atoms, and the
hydroxyl oxygen atoms, respectively. These values compare
favorably to the corresponding KP values of Diehl et al., which
are 1.28 ± 0.02, 1.28 ± 0.02, 1.03 ± 0.02, and 1.08 ± 0.02 for
the interactions of urea with amide oxygen, aromatic carbon,
aliphatic carbon, and hydroxyl oxygen atoms, respectively. The
central discrepancy between our πXY values and the KP values
reported by Diehl et al. arise for the interaction of urea with
amide nitrogen atoms. We obtain an average value of 0.9 for
πXY where X = O for the interaction of urea oxygen atoms
around the backbone amide nitrogen of G15 whereas Diehl et al.
report a KP value of 1.10 ± 0.07 for the interaction of urea with
backbone amide nitrogen atoms. The disagreement is greater
when we consider the average πXY value of 0.64 for the
interaction of urea oxygen atoms around the backbone amide
nitrogen atoms of CAP and OSP, respectively. This discrepancy
originates mainly from the effects of chain connectivity and
occlusion of the backbone amide nitrogen by the side chains in
CAP and OSP, and both these features are absent in the model
compounds used to arrive at partition coefficients.

■ DISCUSSION
Summary. Polypeptide backbones form compact globules

in water. The preference for compact globular conformations
persists in high concentrations of denaturants although modest

expansion derives from the sampling of conformations that are
mixtures. Therefore, the observed expansion of generic protein
sequences in highly denaturing environments cannot be
attributed to preferential interactions of denaturants with
backbone moieties.74 We uncover a two-stage mechanism to
explain the effect of side chains on protein denaturation. In
water, in the absence of denaturants, favorable side chain-
solvent interactions induce a dilution in the effective
concentration of polypeptide amides. Further accumulation of
denaturant molecules around backbone and side chain sites, in
accord with the solute partitioning model14 and observations
from detailed as well as coarse grained molecular dynamics
simulations,16,17,75−79 leads to expansion that results in
conformational properties that become congruent with those
of canonical random coils.
Our results highlight the need to consider the thermody-

namic impact of the three-way competition among amide−
amide, amide−water, and amide−denaturant interactions. In
the absence of side chains, the effective amide−amide
interactions are stronger than the totality of the effects of
amide−water and amide−denaturant interactions. Conse-
quently, while the πXY values are in accord with the partition
coefficients summarized by Diehl et al.72 for urea, these values
alone do not help in quantifying the extent of chain expansion
that is realized for a protein sequence. This is because the
effects of chain connectivity on the effective amide−amide
interactions cannot be incorporated into estimates based on
model compounds. Our results suggest that the energy scales
for effective amide−amide interactions are weakened by side
chains, which act as a local solvent matrix for backbone amides.
This, side chain priming effect, when combined with the
additive contributions from preferential interactions of
denaturant molecules with specific protein sites will give rise
to chain expansion that is consistent with the statistical
properties of canonical random coils. Our work highlights the
importance of quantifying the effective concentration of
backbone amides. This quantity, unlike solvent accessible
surface areas, might be a useful descriptor of the effects of
conformational properties because it can be converted into an
estimate of the effective amide−amide interactions given
knowledge of the energetics of amide−water and amide−
denaturant interactions.

Impact of Force Fields for Denaturant Molecules. Tran
et al.35 used parameters from the OPLS-AA force field to model
the effects of high concentrations of urea on the conformational
properties of polyglycine. The combination of the KBFF force
field for urea and TIP3P for water molecules reproduces the
near ideality of urea-water mixtures across the entire solubility
range of urea.45,46,69,80 In contrast, the combination of OPSL-
AA81 and TIP3P shows considerable nonideal clustering of urea
molecules.69,80 This points to inaccuracies in the balance of
solute−solute, solute−solvent, and solvent−solvent interactions
with the OPLS-AA force field. These inaccuracies engender
stronger clustering of urea molecules around polypeptide
amides, which leads to significant chain expansion that is
inconsistent with our simulation results based on the KBFF
force field and our FCS data.

Connections to Interpretations from the Transfer
Model. Data regarding the denaturant dependence of solubility
of backbone and side chain analogues have been used to
develop mechanistic inferences regarding protein denatura-
tion.27,68 According to a specific version of the transfer model,
preferential interactions with backbone amides provide the
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main driving force for denaturation in urea. In this
interpretation, the picture that emerges is one of a backbone
centric view for protein denaturation with side chains playing a
passive role.74 Our results indicate that pure polypeptide
backbone constructs, devoid of side chains, undergo modest
expansion. Therefore, preferential interactions of urea with the
backbone cannot explain the extent of denaturation measured
for generic protein sequences. Further, we demonstrate the
priming of the backbone in the absence of denaturants and we
implicate this intrinsic expansion in water as a contributor to
protein denaturation. The results in Figure 7 demonstrate that
the primed backbone units interact differently with urea when
compared to the backbone units devoid of side chains. Overall,
our findings are consistent with those reported by Moeser and
Horinek.82 They used molecular dynamics simulations to assess
the accuracy of the backbone centric version of the transfer
model. Moeser and Horinek found significantly improved
correlation between the transfer free energy and change in
solvent accessible surface area upon unfolding when they used a
“universal backbone” construct. This construct accounts for
synergy between the backbone and side chain moieties in the
form of a “compensating error” in the transfer free energies of
side chain groups. In effect, Moeser and Horinek demonstrate
that one can construct an additive transfer model if one were to
account for synergistic rather than independent contributions
of backbone and side chain moieties to interactions with urea.
These findings are conceptually congruent with our results,
although we take a different route toward uncovering a
mechanistic interpretation of the origins of preferential
interactions. Recently Wei et al.83 reported simulation results,
obtained using the AMBER99 force field for peptides,84 the
SPC/E water model,85 and the OPLS-AA force field for urea.81

These results point to side chain-specificity in the sequential
destabilization of backbone hydrogen bonds of beta hairpins. As
noted above, the OPLS-AA force field shows considerable
nonidealities in terms of anomalous clustering of urea
molecules that engender spuriously strong interactions of
urea with peptide amides as well. Therefore, we see the results
of Wei et al. as being in qualitative agreement with the with the
two-stage mechanism that we propose based on our results.
Reconciling Our Observations with the SAXS Data of

Kohn et al.5 Our results for the conformational properties of
the backbones of CAP and OSP in 8 m urea and 8 m GdmCl
are congruent with the FRC rather than EV limit. At first
glance, this seems to be at odds with the scaling of Rg with N
that is derived from SAXS and single molecule spectroscopy.
There are four reasons for the discrepancy: (i) We compare the
statistical properties of polypeptide backbones to those
observed in reference ensembles for sequences with and
without side chains. Therefore, part of the disagreement
originates in the fact that SAXS data for Rg include
contributions from the scattering cross sections of side chain
and backbone atoms. (ii) The finite size of CAP and OSP
they are 15-residue fragments as opposed to being bona fide
full-length sequencesis another reason for the discrepancy
between simulation results and the inferences of Kohn et al. For
longer chains, the amino acid compositions within polymeric
segments along the sequence will, on average, be in accord with
the biases seen in globular proteins. Increased side chain
priming and the increased number of sites for denaturant
accumulation should yield dimensions that match those
observed in experiment. (iii) Meng et al.8 recently showed
that an exponent of ν ≈ 0.59 in high concentrations of urea is

compatible with quantifiable deviations from the conforma-
tional properties in the EV limit. Although mean Rg values for
highly denatured proteins scale as N0.59 with chain length, the
actual Rg values are considerably smaller than those expected
from the EV limit and this discrepancy increases with increasing
chain length. Therefore, residual intrachain attractions do
prevail even in apparent good solvents. Meng et al. attribute
these to low-likelihood non-native clusters of hydrophobic
residues and consequently the degree of expansion beyond the
FRC limit is actually rather modest for proteins in aqueous
solutions with high concentrations of urea or GdmCl. (iv)
Finally, our results suggest a higher degree of expansion for the
backbone of OSP over that of CAP in 8 m GdmCl. This points
to possible weaknesses of the KBFF force field in capturing
cation−pi interactions that are expected to be important for
denaturation in high concentrations of GdmCl.32

Unfolded States under Folding Conditions. Our results
suggest that side chains prime the backbone for expansion by
diluting the effective concentration of amides even in the
absence of denaturant molecules. This observation leads us to
propose a two-stage mechanism for protein denaturation that
highlights the importance of side chains, not just in their
interactions with denaturants, but also as determinants of the
conformational properties of unfolded states in the absence of
denaturants. It is noteworthy that early work based on nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy and stopped flow kinetics
yielded evidence demonstrating that the unfolded state under
folding conditions is clearly distinct from the ensembles
sampled by generic proteins in high concentrations of
denaturants.86−90 Our findings, taken together with results
from early studies,86−90 raise the question of the effective
exponent νeff that best describes the scaling with chain length of
the dimensions of unfolded ensembles in the absence of
denaturants. The transfer model implicitly stipulates that νeff ≈
0.59, especially for proteins that show apparent two-state
behavior.14,91 A second alternative is that νeff ≈ 0.33 implying
that unfolded ensembles under folding conditions follow the
properties of polypeptide backbones in water. Neither
alternative is supported by our results (Figures 4−6).
The recent results of Hofmann et al.43 are particularly

noteworthy. They used single molecule spectroscopy to
estimate the values of νeff for the unfolded ensembles of
several archetypal proteins under folding conditions. Single
molecule spectroscopy affords the resolution to separate folded
and unfolded populations under folding conditions. This allows
one to follow the evolution of conformational properties of
unfolded states as a function of denaturant concentration. The
general consensus from these measurements is that the collapse
transition is continuous,92 although this observation is
apparently contradicted by inferences from SAXS measure-
ments that generally require high protein concentrations.10 The
implication from single molecule measurements is that the
unfolded ensemble under folding conditions is distinct from the
denatured state ensemble sampled under highly denaturing
conditions, a finding that agrees with earlier studies as
well.86−90 Ensemble measurements of several marginally stable
proteins93−96 and high-throughput simulations based on
distributed computing97,98 have yielded similar conclusions
regarding the nonequivalence of unfolded states under folding
conditions versus those sampled in highly denaturing or
unfolding environments.
Of direct interest and relevance are the estimates for νeff

obtained by Hofmann et al. for generic protein sequences in the
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absence of denaturant molecules. Their estimates suggest that
νeff ranges from 0.4 to 0.51 depending on the overall
hydrophobicity and charge content of the underlying sequence.
In a two-stage mechanism, the value for νeff prescribes the
degree of intrinsic expansion and hence the extent of dilution
that needs to be achieved in order to realize an exponent of ν ≈
0.59 in denaturing environments. If we set ν = 3/5 as the target
for the scaling exponent in highly denaturing environments,
then the extent of dilution needed to be achieved will scale as
N1.8−νeff with chain length99 providing the degree of intrinsic
expansion for unfolded states under folding conditions is
quantified using νeff. The intrinsic expansion of backbones in
solutions with high concentrations of denaturants is rather
modest. Accordingly, the values for νeff, as dictated by amino
acid composition, would have to be in the range reported by
Hofmann et al. if generic denatured state ensembles are to have
dimensions that are congruent with a scaling exponent of ν ≈
0.59.
Most Proteins Show Similar Amino Acid Composi-

tional Biases. In light of NMR, SAXS and single molecule
data for the scaling exponent that characterizes the dimensions
of highly denatured proteins, we propose that proteins that
have been subjected to scaling analysis in high concentrations
of denaturants have similar amino acid compositional biases.
We used a simplified alphabet and divided amino acids into
disorder promoting (Ala, Arg, Asp, Gln, Glu, Gly, His, Lys, Ser,
Pro, Thr) versus order promoting (Asn, Cys, Ile, Leu, Met, Phe,
Trp, Tyr, Val) sets.100,101 This partitioning is reminiscent of the
“HP-code” of Dill and co-workers.102 We find that the ratio of
disorder to order promoting residues is 64:36 for proteins in
the data set of Kohn et al.5 This ratio is 62:38 for sequences of
single domains drawn from the PSBSelect25 database103 of
nonredundant protein sequences. The implication is that the
compositions of generic protein sequences support the tenets
of the proposed two-stage mechanism. Accordingly, there will
always be a sufficient fraction of side chains to prime the
backbone for expansion of unfolded states in water thus giving
rise to values of νeff that are between 0.41 and 0.5 as estimated
by Hofmann et al.43 The generic side chain compositional
biases within most protein sequences therefore encode the
possibility of counterbalancing of intrachain and chain-solvent
interactions for unfolded states in the absence of denaturants.
This should give rise to statistical properties for unfolded states
under folding conditions that are congruent with those of
polymers in theta solvents.3,60 The broader implications for
non-native states in cellular milieus104−106 and protein folding
kinetics107 are of considerable interest and merit closer scrutiny.
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